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National Geographic presents a thorough guide to fighting mental decline. With cutting-edge
neuroscience, information regarding Alzheimer's, fascinating case research, and ideas to fight
human brain ageing symptoms such as for example slower mental acuity and "senior moments,"
this sensible, engaging guide will help keep your memory space sharp and your mind active.
Fun, age-defying exercises--from body stretches to word games to foods that help you
think--help the mind perform at its best, just like exercising will for other areas of the body.
Green, PhD, and eminent technology writer Michael Sweeney possess created a publication both
informational and useful that provides readers everything they have to know about the care and
feeding of one of the body's most significant organs: the brain. Leading memory loss expert
Cynthia R.
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Great book! Great publication! Still reading it and using it as a workbook. THANKS! Especially
useful for older persons wishing to continue their memory and cognitive abilities. That's why I
purchased this book. The examples of actions for improving the brain seemed simplistic and
uninteresting. I chose this rating because the book is wonderful----gives you a tiny street map of
the brain and exercises by which to keep these roads working. Certainly not worth the purchase
price. The exercises look like a good idea but I haven't tried any however. I'm very content with
this purchase.! Lots of tips and quite informative - well worth having readily available as a
reference guide Excellent. highly recommend Excellent. I was impressed that it was published
by National Geographic. Lots of information, and interesting. Interesting I am finding the
publication interesting.. It adds what to my to-do list. The value of knowledge brings help
through its pages. Outstanding resource I'm not really a scientist. Very dissapointed When I read
the description of this reserve in National Geographic it seemed like something I would find
interesting. I've Parkinson's Disease hence the book offered lots of information and "mental"
exercises for daily and lifetime use. I knew hardly any about the brain. This book was very low
level and poorly written. I discovered a lot.highly recommend it Five Stars Great book. Great!
Your Only Brain and Keeping It At Its Best Despite the National Geographic name, don't expect
anything too deep and academic. This is a popular work that serves perfectly as an intro to the
brain, the latest science behind keeping your brain healthy through regular "exercise" of the
gray matter. A lot of it you have probably heard before, but I found the format of short chapters
and "nuggets" of information extremely compelling and a friendly way to bring in a brainy
subject. good book for brain improvement This is a fantastic book for anyone interested in
practical advice for brain improvement.) Lots of good advice and National Geographic has
formatted the book in an exceedingly reader-friendly way that helps to keep you involved and
on-the-road to a better understanding of what helps to keep us sharpened as we age. Well done.
Rating of reserve and service. The standard of the publication was poor, printed on inexpensive
paper. The assistance is excellent -- the book arrived in a very timely fashion. Thank you!
Interesting book Looks like a fascinating publication, but haven't finished it yet. I'll write an
assessment when I end the publication. (Did I really just type that? I've bought some puzzle
books at the book store and found them demanding and enjoyable.
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